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SEED INDUSTRY RESEARCH CENTRE PROPOSAL  

Over the past year members of the NZGSTA and 

NZPBRA have worked closely with FAR and 

engaged with the wider research community to 

develop the concept of a national organisation 

that would cater for the research and technology 

needs of the seed production value chain. 

 

It has been widely recognised that in order for NZ 

to maintain and increase its competitive 

advantage on the global seed market, a robust, 

long term research support capability needs to be 

in place. Over the last decades, human resources 

and funding for generic seed research have been 

severely eroded, with a reduction in government 

and university participation in research for this 

important export industry. Efforts to attract new 

talent to seed science have also been impeded by 

short-term projects which have often been more 

opportunistic than strategic. FAR has conducted 

and funded substantial research aimed at 

increasing on-farm productivity and profitability of 

seed crops, working with seed companies and 

research organisations, but this alone is not 

enough, and does not always cover the needs of 

the whole value chain.  

 

In order to address this the industry is working 

towards the creation of the Seed Industry 

Research Centre.  The Centre will be an 

incorporated society with a strategic view, 

governed by industry and farm representatives, 

which will combine the funding from farmer levies 

with a contribution from seed companies and 

research organisations to create a larger pool of 

resources to be invested in seed research. The 

new organisation will be virtual in nature, that is 

to say it will not own any assets or initially employ 

anyone directly. Rather, it is proposed to use the 

existing administrative structures within FAR and 

the Seed Office and contract out to the 

appropriate research providers the necessary 

work for the different projects, therefore keeping 

overheads to a minimum. The creation of this 

entity will place the industry in a stronger position 
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This newsletter covers the following items of interest: 

• Seed Industry Research Centre Proposal 

• Export seed labels – staples are non-compliant 

• SOPI – arable sector 

• Biosecurity pest detected – clover case-bearer moth 

• Pea Weevil incursion 

• Black grass 2016/17 incursion 

• New Ministerial list 

• Hemp food decision due April 2017 

• FAR Arable crops levy 

• NZGSTA Scholar 

• Vegetable Code of Practice 

• TPP law - passes 

• PVR Act review 

• 2017 Grains Forum - Christchurch 

• 2017 NZGSTA Conference –18-20 October 

• Farm Saved Seed “Playfair” Brochure 

• Centennial book project pledges 

• New NZGSTA Member 

• Seed Industry Office contact details 
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to attract government investment and strengthen 

international collaborations. 

 

Over the last few days, seed companies will have 

received a letter seeking their commitment to the 

new Seed Industry Research Centre and 

requesting a voluntary commitment of five years 

to a levy outlined in a schedule.  This levy will vary 

from 0.5 cents per kilo to 2 cents per kilo 

depending on the species. We encourage your 

support for this initiative which will ensure the 

continuation of research and development which 

will underpin New Zealand as one of the leading 

seed production areas of the world. 

 

Our aim is to have the new organisation formed by 

1 April 2017, with an initial governance board in 

place and projects operational by June. 

 

We will be in contact with all members who have 

not been involved so far in the discussions,  but if 

you have any queries, or you are keen to be 

involved, please contact Thomas Chin, Ivan Lawrie, 

FAR on 03 345 5794 or  ivan.lawrie@far.org.nz, 

David Green, PGG Wrightson Seeds on 03 372 

0915 or dgreen@pggwrithsonseeds.co.nz or 

Murray Willocks, NZ Agriseeds on 03 318 8514 or 

mwillocks@agriseeds.co.nz.  

 

Export seed labels – staples are non-compliant 

The Association has been advised by MPI that 

OECD authorities have discovered a NZ seed 

company stapling MPI/OECD labels to seed 

containers. 

 

This is a breach (or non-compliance) against EU 

directives, OECD Seed Scheme Rules & 

Regulations, ISTA Rules and MPI Standards regards 

attaching MPI/OECD varietal certification labels to 

containers/packages of seed. 

 

This NZ non-compliance with EU rules undermines 

the integrity of our official certification by ignoring 

labelling requirements and our standing as a world 

class seed exporting country. 

 

MPI are working closely with AsureQuality to 

investigate this incident and the NZ seed company 

involved with the aim of having them immediately 

correct their operating practice.  

 

With this incident we remind all Association 

export members of the need to attach MPI/OECD 

labels correctly (i.e. attached by an approved 

method and NOT stapled). The normal practice is 

to sew the label on when closing the bag to 

provide an assurance against tampering. 

 

Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries 

In December MPI released its 2016 Situation and 

Outlook for Primary Industries (SOPI). 

 

Of interest to our sector is the following 

abbreviated official forecast commentary: 

• “A process to resume brassica seed exports to 

China has begun with a draft Official 

Assurance Program (OAP) provided to the 

Chinese for consideration. 

• “Demand for export herbage seeds has been 

weak with high inventories held overseas and 

low commodity prices resulting in farmers 

deferring sowing pastures.  

• “Little improvement is expected in domestic 

grain prices in 2016/17. 

 

Opportunities 

• “Growth opportunities in high value, gluten 

free superfood niche crops such as quinoa, 

chia, hemp, and buck wheat. 

• “MBIE intends to review the Plant Varieties Act 

1987. Updating the Act will provide greater 

protection of plant Intellectual Property giving 

international seed companies confidence to 

send their best seed to NZ”. 

• NZ and Australian Ministers of food safety are 

to meet in April 2017 to consider changing 

food standard laws to allow human 

consumption of hemp seed. 

 

The SOPI report can be viewed at: 

www.mpi.govt.nz/news-and-resources/media-

releases/stable-economic-outlook-across-the-

primary-sector/ 
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Biosecurity pest detected – clover case-bearer 

moth 

In November 2016 MPI confirmed the detection of 

the clover case bearer month – Coleophora 

deauratella, (in Auckland). 

 

Industry stakeholders were notified of the 

detection on 25 November. 

 

The  presence of C. deauratella in New Zealand is a 

NEW detection. 

 

This species appears to primarily impact on the 

red clover seed production industry (worth circa. 

$6.8 million (red and white clover). 

 

Existing pest management systems in the seed 

production sector could control this pest, this is 

still being investigated. 

 

Pea Weevil incursion 

The presence of pea weevils has NOT been 

confirmed outside the Controlled Area. Trap crops 

are now flowering and are being sweep netted. 

The trap crops are working and pea weevils have 

been found at all sites. 

 

Black grass 2016/17 incursion 

Over the New Year period MPI’s paddock 

surveillance programme detected a small amount 

of black-grass growing at three properties in mid-

Canterbury.  The weed plants have been removed 

and destroyed. 

The location of the plants suggest that the spread 

is minimal and confined to limited areas.  

MPI and industry will continue surveillance and 

monitoring these and other risk sites, including 

tracing of seed and machinery movements. 

The black-grass appears to have come from a 

consignment of contaminated rye-grass imported 

in 2007 – before there were any rules in place 

prohibiting the importation of seed contaminated 

with black grass. 

In the United Kingdom and Europe, black-grass is 

known as a serious invasive pest that particularly 

affects winter crops like wheat, grass seed, 

rapeseed, forage legumes and barley.   

 

New Ministerial list 

The Prime Minister, Bill English reshuffled his 

Cabinet last month. 

 

Of interest to the Association, were: 

• Nathan Guy retains the Primary Industries 

portfolio 

• Louise Upston was promoted to Associate 

Primary Industries [replaces Jo Goodhew] 

• Jacqui Dean was promoted to Commerce 

(responsible for IPR matters) [replaces Paul 

Goldsmith] 

• David Bennett was promoted to - Minister for 

Food Safety [replaces Jo Goodhew] 

 

Interestingly, Nathan Guy’s Cabinet ranking rises 3 

positions from 15 to 12 – this implies increased 

recognition by the Government for agriculture. 

 
Hemp food decision due April 2017 

Food Ministers from New Zealand (Hon David 

Bennett) and Australia are due to consider a 

proposal to allow the sale of food derived from 

hemp seeds at their meeting scheduled for April 

2017. 

 

Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) 

continues working on a proposal that would allow 

the seeds of low THC varieties of cannabis to be 

used in food and the Australia and New Zealand 

Ministerial Forum on Food Regulation has the final 

say on whether sales can proceed. 

 

Hemp seeds and hemp seed oil are already used in 

food products in Europe, Canada and the United 

States. 

 

FAR Arable crops levy 

The Foundation for Arable Research (FAR) Arable 

Commodity Levy is collected at the first point sale 

for all grain and seed, with the exception of maize 

which is collected on the seed purchased. The levy 

rates from 1 January 2017 are as follows: 

 

• Maize: $1.00 per 10,000 seeds purchased 

(from 1 July 2016). 
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• Herbage and amenity seed: 0.9% of sale 

value (previously 0.8%) 

• All other grain and seed crops (cereals, 

pulses etc.): 0.9% of sale value (previously 

0.8%) 

• Cereal silage : $10/hectare 

• Open pollinated vegetable seed crops:  

from 1 Jan. 2017 0.9% of sale value 

(previously 0.8%) 

• Hybrid vegetable seed crops: 0.6% of sale 

value (previously 0.5%) 

• Onion seed crops will be zero rated. 

 

NZGSTA SCHOLAR 2017 - 

KATE MACLEAN 

Kate writes   “A childhood 

spent on a rural lifestyle 

block in Ramarama, along 

with a summer practicum 

working in a maize and 

sweet corn nursery, ignited 

my interest in the grain and 

seed industry. This interest 

has been pursued throughout my Bachelor of 

Science Degree at Massey University where I have 

been able to explore further aspects of this 

industry, as well as the greater agricultural sector. 

 My studies have highlighted the importance and 

versatility of the grain and seed industry. I have 

gained a greater appreciation for such enterprises 

and the ways in which they contribute to other 

sectors.  

 

I would like to thank the New Zealand Grain and 

Seed Trade Association for this opportunity. I am 

incredibly grateful to be the 2017 recipient of this 

award and look forward to the exciting prospects 

this scholarship offers. It will hopefully hold me in 

good stead for a future career in this industry”.  

The $5000 scholarship was established to support 

and encourage Lincoln and Massey students with 

interests in the grain and seed to work in the 

sector.  Applications and criteria can be 

downloaded from the universities website and 

one scholarship is awarded each year from either 

Lincoln or Massey University. 

 

Vegetable Code of Practice 

At Conference (October 2016) members of the 

Vegetable Section reviewed and adopted the 

amended Voluntary Code of Practice. In 

November MPI officials were briefed on the Code 

and its Audit Checklist. The Code of Practice and 

Audit has been developed to enable accreditation 

of willing members to set a standard for the 

industry. The Vegetable Section Chair has 

indicated that the Code would be operational 

from 1 February 2017. 

 

 

TPP law - passes 

The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 

Amendment Bill was passed into law by 

Parliament on 15 November. It will take effect 

only from the date that TPP enters into force for 

New Zealand (and when the USA ratifies the 

agreement. 

 

Of relevance to the Association, the TPP requires 

the NZ Government to comply with international 

treaties including the UPOV91 agreement which 

protects the intellectual property of seed. 

 

The TPP involves Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, 

Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, the 

United States and Vietnam. Indonesia, Thailand. 

 

The TPP will take effect 60 days after all 12 

countries ratify it. If all the nations have not 

ratified it in two years, it will take effect 60 days 

after at least six countries accounting for 85% of 

the combined gross domestic product of the 12 

signatories indicated do so. 

 

At this stage, the new US President has said that 

the USA will withdraw from the TPP. 

 

Thus, the TPP will not take effect without 

ratification by the United States 
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PVR Act review 

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and 

Employment (MBIE) is beginning its review of the 

Plant Varieties Rights Act 1987. 

 

To initiate the review, MBIE is holding some 

targeted, technical workshops with industry 

experts, from the Association (and other plant-

based sectors), in plant variety rights in the first 

quarter of 2017.  

 

The technical workshops with industry form part 

of stage one of a two-stage engagement process. 

The purpose of these workshops is to discuss the 

issues and options for reform of the Plant Variety 

Rights Act. The workshops will inform the 

development of proposals for stage two of the 

process which is the formal, public consultation 

(the timing of stage two is yet to be determined). 

 

MBIE will also be holding technical workshops 

with Maori/iwi on relevant Treaty of Waitangi 

issues. 

 

The first industry workshop will be held on 1 

March 2017 in Wellington. A second workshop is 

targeted for the end of March. 

 

2017 Grains Forum - Christchurch 

As part of the Association’s series of informative 

workshops for members a third annual grains 

forum will be held on 19 September 2017 in 

Christchurch. 

 

We will have a range of sessions on: 

• Global tends & outlook 

• Grain trader perspectives 

• Farmer perspectives 

• Poultry industry perspectives 

• Malting industry perspectives 

• Pork industry perspectives 

• Grain quality/animal nutrition perspectives 

• Shipping & transport opportunities 

 

Grains Forum 2017 is for farmers, agronomists, 

processors, traders, seed companies (and their 

invited guests), and other industry members with 

an interest in grain matters. 

 

Further Forum information will be sent to 

members as forum details are finalised. 

 

2017 NZGSTA Conference - Wellington 

Save the date: 19-20 October 2017 at the Rydges 

Hotel, Wellington. 

 

Planning is underway for Conference 2017 and we 

will keep you posted as details come to hand in 

the coming months. 

 

The Conference is the annual event attended by 

owners, managers, suppliers and stakeholders in 

our sector. 

 

And Conference will conclude with a finale dinner 

and there will be the ever popular offsite field trip 

the following morning. 

 

FARM SAVED SEED “PLAYFAIR” BROCHURE 

Autumn sowing season is coming up fast and 

farmer’s seed selection will be critical to get crops 

off to a good start.  

 

Some will use last year’s crop as seed in their 

planting regime rather than buy new certified 

seed. 

 

Saving seed harvested off your own property for 

personal own use on is a time-honoured tradition. 

But selling (or buying) it over the fence from 

neighbours is another story. 

 

In fact, such transactions breach the Plant Variety 

Rights (PVR) Act 1987 and there are also some 

varieties that farmers are not allowed to save the 

seed of including seed registered under the Act or 

seed which has a patent.  

 

The NZ Plant Breeding and Research Association 

has produced a quick guide on the PVR system, 

‘Play Fair’ which can be viewed at: 

www.nzgsta.co.nz 
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CENTENNIAL BOOK PROJECT PLEDGES 

“The book project group held their last meeting in 

December and all agreed that progress on the 

work for the book is on track and on time. The 

writer has undertaken quite a few interviews and 

he is well through this process. A very good source 

of high quality photographs, both old and new, 

has been discovered. These will complement the 

writing of NZGSTA’s 100 year history perfectly. 

The next meetings in April/May will start to bring 

all of the parts of the book project together. 

Pledges for funding have been made by several 

companies and the NZGSTA executives are 

grateful that the start of this process has been as 

expected. But, there is still a good way to go with 

the funding process and we would remind 

members to please contact the Seed Industry 

office with further pledges.”  

tricia.radford@seedindustrynz.co.nz.   

NEW NZGSTA MEMBERS 

The Association is the national trade body 

comprising around 80 member companies. Its 

members are involved in a range of activities 

including: research and development, seed 

production, seed multiplication, seed processing 

and sales and marketing. 

 

 The Association is working to foster the best 

business environment for our grain and seed 

industry members. 

 

We are pleased to announce Jarvis has applied to 

join the NZGSTA.  Jarvis are a packaging solutions 

company based in Auckland who import and 

manufacture for the primary industry. 

 

All members are being notified of this application 

here through this newsletter. 

 

 

DIRECTIONS TO SEED INDUSTRY OFFICE, 

185 KIRK ROAD, TEMPLETON 

 

SEED INDUSTRY OFFICE –  
Available for members’ use 

The Seed Industry Office is located at: 

185 Kirk Road, Innovation Park,  

Templeton, CHRISTCHURCH 
 

The office is handily located on the southern 

outskirts of Christchurch, just off State Highway 1. 

We are only 10minutes from the airport. 

 

Our boardroom is available for meetings, and 

members are welcome to call in and re-charge a 

cell phone, make a fax, or just stop in for a coffee 

break when passing through Christchurch. Please 

let Tricia know if you wish to book the boardroom. 

 

PLEASE NOTE OUR CONTACT DETAILS: 

PO Box 23143, Templeton 8445 

Ph:  (03) 349-8430 

Fax:  (03) 349 8436 
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Meeting Schedule of NZGSTA Executive Council 
for 2017 

• 25th  January 2017 – Seed Industry Office 

• 23rd  March 2017 – Seed Industry Office 

• 11th May 2017 – Seed Industry Office 

• 25th July 2017 – Wellington 

• 17th Oct 2017 – AGM & Conference –
Rydges Hotel, Wellington  

Please advise Thomas Chin of any matters you wish to have 
discussed at a meeting. 
 


